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I
n the past two decades, the design of

technology for recording, processing,

and browsing meetings has become a

significant research field.1�3 Meeting-

support technology draws on advances in multi-

modal signal processing, verbal and nonverbal

communication analysis, multimedia informa-

tion retrieval, and human-computer interaction.

The growing interest in the field is driven by the

increasing number of meetings held worldwide

and the availability of new, realistic datasets.

However, the field has often put applications be-

fore methodology, and thus the definition of

common tasks and benchmark data has lagged

behind individual system development.

This article shows how and why fact-finding

assistance, supported by specific meeting

browsers, has become a central task for meeting

analysis and retrieval. Raw audio-visual meet-

ing recordings are of little use without tools

that offer more structured methods for access-

ing their content than simple media players.

Introduced in the 1990s, meeting browser pro-

totypes help users navigate records that include

audio, video, documents, and metadata. For in-

stance, they can help users find the exact value

of a budget figure mentioned in a meeting,

check assigned tasks and deadlines, or deter-

mine whether a given topic was discussed. Al-

though not the only possible exploitation of

meeting-support technology, fact finding in

meeting recordings has emerged gradually as a

relevant task, following a series of back-and-

forth exchanges between users and developers.

Specifically, we survey the achievements and

lessons learned about meeting browsing from

the experience of two long-term, multidiscipli-

nary consortia: the Interactive Multimodal

Information Management (IM2) Swiss Na-

tional Center of Competence in Research

(2002�2013) and the Augmented Multiparty

Interaction (AMI) European Consortium

(2004�2010), both headed by the Idiap Research

Institute (with the University of Edinburgh for

AMI). These consortia made significant advan-

ces in multimodal signal processing applied to

multiparty meetings,4 generating large data-

bases of annotated data recorded in controlled

settings, such as the AMI Corpus.

User Requirements

There are fewer published studies of user needs

for meeting-support technology than analyses

of specific tools, despite the fact that capturing

user needs normally initiates the software de-

velopment process. As starting points for the

IM2 and AMI Consortia, we considered some

of the material previously published on these

topics.5,6 We then proceeded to elicit addi-

tional requirements. Essentially, we used two

strategies. We either analyzed the use of cur-

rent technology for meeting support and in-

ferred unsatisfied needs that new technology

could fulfill, or we asked users to describe

new functionalities that would likely better

support their involvement in meetings.

Analyzing Existing Technology Use

Two ethnographic studies6,7 adopted the first

strategy (see the first two studies in Table 1).

Both explored the types of records and cues

that people use to recall information from

past meetings and were conducted in a corporate

context. They considered a series of project-

related meetings through interviews with a

dozen people over several weeks or months.

The first study surveyed an additional 500 peo-

ple using different questions.6 These users

found audio-visual records useful for verifying

or better understanding points in a meeting
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and as an accurate overall record. In the second

study,7 users emphasized the limitations of offi-

cial minutes for recalling specific details, which

could be overcome by private notes. In both

studies, users considered searching verbatim

meeting records a potentially challenging task

that could be facilitated through structured

minutes with assigned tasks and decisions.

Two other ethnographic studies with 10 and

100 users,8,9 respectively, confirmed and

extended these insights. To retrieve informa-

tion about a past meeting they attended, peo-

ple mainly use minutes and personal notes,

although they often rely on personal recollec-

tion or emailed information only. The utility

of audio-visual recordings alone is low because

watching the recording of an entire meeting

is time consuming. Nevertheless, users still

viewed recordings as useful for checking what

someone said; as a proxy for people who missed

a meeting; or as a reminder of past topics,

assigned tasks, or the next meeting’s date.

Eliciting New Requirements

Other user studies have asked participants to

imagine an intelligent search and navigation

tool and to describe the tasks that it could per-

form and the queries that they would address

to it. In one study,8 users suggested including

arguments for decisions in automatically gen-

erated meeting minutes, along with lists of

main topics and to-do lists in addition to the

agenda and participant names. In another set

of desiderata collected from professionals by

a non-AMI/IM2 survey,5 the most frequent

wish was for the list of topics discussed at a

meeting.

Several sets of explicit queries were collected

from meeting technology developers and non-

technical users.10,11 In one study,10 28 partici-

pants were asked to choose between several

use cases—a manager tracking employee perfor-

mance or project progress, an employee miss-

ing one project meeting, or an employee

joining an ongoing project—and then formu-

late queries for a meeting archive, resulting in

approximately 300 queries. Users showed inter-

est in two main types of items:

� items related to the interaction between par-

ticipants, such as decisions, questions, dis-

cussions, or disagreements and

� items that are conceptually related to meet-

ings, such as dates, participants, documents,

presentations, and global and local discus-

sion topics.

Answering some of the queries would require

complex processing such as topic detection

or an understanding of the interaction struc-

ture, but others only involve elementary

information.

From a different perspective, a large-scale

Wizard of Oz study12 with 91 subjects using a
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Table 1. Comparison of user studies for meeting browsing technology.

Study* Subjects Method Focus Summary of findings

Jaimes6 15 Interviews Practice Importance of audio-visual records for checking or better

understanding specific points in a meeting.

519 Questionnaires Practice Importance of visual cues for recall.

Whittaker7 12 Interviews Practice Importance of personal notes, need for to-do summaries.

Cremers8 8 Interviews Practice/needs Need for summaries and to-do lists.

Bertini9 118 Questionnaires Practice/needs Low utility of audio-visual records, except for people who

missed a meeting or to find specific information.

Banerjee5 12 Interviews Practice Importance of topic lists.

Lisowska10 28 Elicitation of queries Needs Heterogeneity of queries, either about the interaction or

about simple items in meetings.

Wellner11 21 Elicitation of observations

of interest

Needs Importance of facts, decisions, arguments leading to

decisions, agenda, and dates.

Lisowska12 91 Wizard of Oz Needs Importance of training for modalitychoice in meeting

browsing.

* All but the Banerjee5 and Jaimes6 studies were conducted by the AMI or IM2 Consortia.
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partially implemented interface found that ex-

posure and training strongly impacted the

choice of modalities used to access a meeting

archive—either speech, written language, or

mouse clicks—with no natural combination

standing out. Speech was slightly preferred for

interaction over other modalities because the

system appeared to recognize it accurately,

thanks to a dedicated human wizard who was

hidden from the users.

Requirements Inferred from BET Statements

The AMI and IM2 Consortia proposed a

browser evaluation test (BET) procedure

(which we discuss in detail later) for collecting

queries and using them in evaluations.11,13

The BET ‘‘observations of interest’’ collected

for a meeting can also be analyzed to infer

user requirements for browsers. During the

BET collection procedure, neutral observers

were asked to formulate pairs of statements

about a meeting, one factual and the other

false. Observers followed these steps:

1. View a meeting recording using a simple

media player.

2. Write down observations of interest about it,

defined as statements describing the most

salient facts for the meeting participants.

3. Indicate whether each observation has a

local or global scope.

4. Create for each statement a similar, plausi-

ble, but false counterpart.

Three meetings from the AMI Corpus were

submitted to observers, resulting in 572 pairs

of statements from 21 observers. The experi-

menters consolidated statements with the

same meaning into groups, resulting in 350

pairs of true-false statements with importance

scores. Consolidated groups contain on average

two statements, but when considering only the

statements effectively used for evaluations,

each statement was mentioned on average by

five observers, which demonstrates some agree-

ment on the most important observations.

Examples among the most frequently men-

tioned BET pairs are as follows (with differences

noted in italics):

� ‘‘The group decided to show The Big Lebow-

ski.’’ versus ‘‘. . . to show Saving Private Ryan.’’

� ‘‘According to the manufacturers, the cas-

ing has to be made out of wood.’’ versus

‘‘. . . made out of rubber.’’

� ‘‘Susan says halogen light is very bad for

reading.’’ versus ‘‘Agnes says halogen . . .’’

The observers created many more state-

ments with a local scope rather than a global

one; in the nonconsolidated set, 63 percent of

the statements referred to specific moments in

a meeting, 30 percent to short intervals, and

only 7 percent were about the entire meeting.

However, this proportion might have been bi-

ased by the simple media player used in the col-

lection procedure. Content-wise, statements

fell into five categories:

� decisions (8 percent);

� other facts stated by participants, including

arguments leading to decisions (76 percent);

� statements related to the interaction process

or the media used by participants (11 percent);

� statements about the agenda (2 percent); and

� statements about the date of the next meet-

ing (2 percent).

The last two categories, although infrequent,

were mentioned at least once by each observer.

If we consider only the consolidated subset of

statements mentioned by at least three observ-

ers each, with 251 statements, then the propor-

tions of statements regarding decisions, agenda,

and dates increases to 13, 4, and 3 percent, re-

spectively, while the others decrease slightly.

This shows that decisions, agendas, and the

date of the next meeting were important to

all observers.

Synthesis of User Studies

The user studies summarized in Table 1 show

that requirements for meeting archiving and

browsing technology are multifaceted. Their

main dimensions, however, are now better un-

derstood than they were 10 years ago. We can

categorize the focus of the requirements as

follows:

� the targeted time span within a meeting or

series of meetings (utterance, fragment, or

entire meeting);
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� the targeted media, such as audio, video,

documents, presentations, or emails;

� the complexity of the information that is

searched for, either in the media or inferred

from the meeting content; and

� query complexity or modality.

Still, because user studies are often difficult to

generalize, more publicly available studies are

welcome, especially since the underlying tech-

nologies evolve constantly.

Meeting Browsers

Two main types of applications partially ad-

dress the requirements we have discussed

thus far. Meeting summarization systems

offer an abstracted view of a meeting, struc-

tured for instance around its main topics (as

in the early Meeting Browser14 from Carnegie

Mellon University’s Interactive Systems Lab)

or around the assigned tasks or action items

(as in the Cognitive Assistant that Learns and

Organizes [CALO] browser15). Some other

meeting browsers are intended to help users

with fact finding or verification (for example,

to check figures, decisions, assigned tasks, or

document fragments) although they can also

be used to sample a meeting for abstractive

purposes. Recent surveys include examples of

both types,1�3 which can also be classified

according to the main rendered modality2 or

the complexity of their functionalities.3 Meet-

ing browsers exploit tools that record and ana-

lyze meeting data to build high-level indexes

based on a variety of features, such as speech

transcript, turn taking, attention focus, slide

changes, and handwritten notes. These

indexes are used within multimodal user inter-

faces to help users locate the information that

will likely fulfill their needs.

Meeting browsers intended for fact finding

and verification (henceforth referred to simply

as meeting browsers) have been the main

focus of the AMI and IM2 Consortia because

they strike a good balance between several

divergent targets. First, they are part of promis-

ing transversal, complete applications—from

media capture, through automatic analysis, to

human access to multimodal meeting data.

Meeting browsers answer some of the frequently

mentioned user needs for meeting-support

technology and are within reach of current

Meeting browsers exploit

tools that record and

analyze meeting data to

build high-level indexes.

technology. Moreover, they have sufficient
generality to be of interest to the field of multi-
modal processing research, raising theoretical
questions about the automatic analysis of
human-human and human-computer interac-
tion, as studied also by other consortia such as
CALO or Computers in the Human-Interaction
Loop (CHIL).

The meeting browsers developed within

AMI and IM2 are best classified according to

the modality they use to locate and render

excerpts from a meeting. Figure 1 illustrates

the range of media, components, and layout.

Speech-centric browsers exploit the audio record-

ings and/or their transcripts, often with

synchronized video, possibly accompanied by

higher-level annotations such as named enti-

ties, topics, or extracted keywords. Document-

centric browsers exploit document content

and/or annotations such as slide changes,

sometimes with speech and document align-

ment. Following this approach, two AMI/IM2-

related systems were turned into commercial

conference browsers.

Speech-Centric Browsers

Two audio-based browsers provide access to

audio recordings through speaker segmenta-

tion and slides, while enhancing browsing.13

The Speedup browser accelerates audio play-

back, while the Overlap browser plays two dif-

ferent parts of a meeting in the left versus the

right channels, allowing users to manually ad-

just the audio balance to focus on the most rel-

evant channel.

The JFerret browser illustrates the main

capabilities of the Java-based JFerret framework

for browser design by providing access to audio,

video, slides, automatic or manual transcripts,

speaker segmentation, and potentially other

annotations such as dominance levels.11 The

time-dependent components are synchronized

to a main timeline displayed with the speaker

turns.
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Audio-based browsers

Speedup Overlap

Archivus browser

(a)

(b)

JFerret browser Transcript-based query and browsing interface

JFriDoc meeting browser Klewel conference browser

SMAC conference browser FaericWorld meeting browser

Figure 1. Meeting

browsers from the AMI

and IM2 Consortia.

(a) The speech-centric

meeting browsers

illustrate the diversity

of media and layouts.

Components include

audio, video, and slide

players, along with

speaker identification

and segmentation,

transcripts, and

various query

parameters (in

Archivus and TQB).

(b) The document-

centric meeting

browsers and conference

browsers exploit

document content

and/or annotations.

Document and speech

alignment is central

to all layouts.
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The Transcript-Based Query and Browsing

(TQB) interface includes several manual anno-

tations in order to assess their respective utility:

manual transcript, dialogue acts, topic episodes

and labels, and references from speech to docu-

ments.13 Archivus enables multimodal human-

computer dialogue in a Wizard of Oz setting,

which allows for partial implementation to

help gather additional user requirements.12

Archivus uses manual transcripts enriched

with manual annotations, such as speaker seg-

mentation, topic labels, and documents, to an-

swer queries that users express naturally with

various modalities and that the system pro-

cesses as sets of attribute-value constraints

over one or several meetings.

Document-Centric and Conference Browsers

JFriDoc is a document-centric browser that

provides time-aligned access to the documents

discussed during a meeting and to the speech

transcripts, with slides and audio-video

streams synchronized to a timeline.16 The

FaericWorld system extends this approach to

collections of meetings and automatically

calculates similarity links between all the cate-

gories of multimedia documents.16 Users can

then query the system with a full-text search

or directly browse the document links using

an interactive visualization.

Despite the number of research prototypes,

no commercially available meeting browsers

are available for end users. This is all the

more surprising because several systems for

holding remote meetings are commercially

available, some of which even offer recording

capabilities. Still, the browsers developed by

AMI and IM2 have evolved toward two end-

user products, but for a slightly different

task—namely, conference recording and

browsing. The tools intended for conferences

use fewer capture devices, with off-the-shelf

technology, resulting in comparatively smaller

amounts of data to store and process. This

might explain why they reached the product

stage more quickly. The two systems also an-

swer a growing need for conference recording

in flexible settings, with playback using

cross-platform, user-friendly interfaces, as ini-

tiated for instance in the Classroom 2000 edu-

cational environment.

One system is commercialized through an

Idiap spin-off company named Klewel (www.

klewel.com), while the other was developed

by the University of Fribourg and CERN in Gen-

eva within the Smart Multimedia Archive for

Conferences project (SMAC,17 http://smac.

hefr.ch) and is in use at these institutions.

Both systems extract several robust indexes,

such as slide changes, text from slides, and

slide/audio/video synchronization, which are

helpful for browsing and provide some fact-

finding support. In addition, the SMAC system

can automatically hyperlink the fragments of

the scientific article that is being presented to

the related audio-video sequence. Such tech-

nologies derived from research in our consortia

offer these browsers an advantage over other

competing systems.17

Evaluation Methods and Results

Evaluating meeting-support technology is a

challenging task,1,3 which is necessary to dem-

onstrate the appropriateness of design and to

compare several designs, interaction para-

digms, or meeting analysis components. As

Zhiwen Yu and Yuichi Nakamura explained,3

‘‘the criteria used to evaluate a smart meeting

system include user acceptance, accuracy

[of recognition mechanisms], and efficiency

[. . . that is,] whether a browser is useful for un-

derstanding the meeting content quickly and

correctly.’’ While recognition accuracy is not

by itself a measure of browser quality (though

it influences it), the two other criteria reflect

two different views of evaluation.

Several studies of individual meeting brows-

ers have considered both evaluation approaches.

The Filochat system from the early 1990s was

one of the first browsers for speech recordings,

which were time-aligned with personal notes.18

A user study demonstrated the system’s usabil-

ity and helped to assess its features. Laboratory

tests compared three conditions (notes only,

speech only, or Filochat) by measuring accu-

racy and the speed of subjects who answered

factual questions about what they had heard.

The mutual influences of processing accuracy

and user behavior were later studied for the

CALO action item browser.15 Finally, the

AMI/IM2 JFerret meeting browser, augmented

with automatically generated abstracts, was

evaluated in a large experiment with 27 teams

of four people holding series of meetings.19

The results showed that JFerret outperformed

two other browsers (as well as no browser

at all as a control condition) in terms of

impact on several parameters characterizing
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The experiments

confirmed that the BET

questions and protocol

are reliable indicators of

performance.

participant satisfaction and meeting success,
such as finding an acceptable solution to a
given design task.

The need to compare meeting browsers, at

the same moment or over time, is better satis-

fied by efficiency-oriented evaluations than

user studies because they provide a more con-

trolled environment and a standardized protocol.

Efficiency can be measured over benchmark

tasks that are representative of the meeting

browsing activity.

Browser Evaluation Test

We introduced the BET earlier in this article as

a procedure for collecting observations of in-

terest about a meeting, further transformed

into pairs of true and false statements that

were analyzed to infer requirements.11,13

These statements are in fact mostly intended

for evaluation using the following protocol.

The experimenters asked subjects (who had

not served as observers) to examine pairs of

BET statements using the browser under evalu-

ation and to determine for each pair which

statement was true. Browser performance is

quantified using precision (the number of cor-

rect answers) and speed (the number of pairs

of statements processed per unit of time). Pre-

cision indicates effectiveness while speed indi-

cates browser efficiency, when averaged over

comparable groups. Of course, we could

apply behavior analysis, satisfaction question-

naires, and other observational techniques

as well.

When using the BET as a valid test protocol,

we must acknowledge possible biases and limi-

tations. First, as with any evaluation method,

the BET checks to what extent browsers con-

form to certain user requirements. However,

the BET elicitation method biases these require-

ments toward fact finding or verification, at

least compared to other elicitation studies

that have emphasized higher-level elements of

interest such as action items, topics, or deci-

sions. Although these might be underrepre-

sented in the current BET set, a different set

could also be elicited with an inverse bias.

Unlike many other user-oriented evalua-

tions, we did not choose the BET observers

and subjects from the meetings participants, al-

though we encouraged the observers to make

observations that would have been of interest

to participants. Therefore, the BET require-

ments and evaluation task are targeting null-

context users. They cannot be used for compar-

ative evaluation of browsers that offer subjec-

tive memorization devices, such as personal

notes taken during a meeting, although it is

possible to make comparisons involving third-

party notes. The BET’s somewhat focused spec-

trum is the price we pay to ensure the method’s

reproducibility, enabling comparisons across

browsers at different moments in time.

Still, even in such a constrained setting,

comparison across BET scores must always be

taken with a grain of salt because the precision

baseline is not always 50 percent, time can be

constrained in several ways, and the subjects’

competencies and training can vary across

groups. Even within a single experiment, the

variability of human performance tends to de-

crease statistical significance. Subjects might

have different strategies, some favoring preci-

sion over speed or vice versa—variability

appeared higher for speed than for precision.

The amount of manual preparation of the

browsers before an experiment must be consid-

ered as well. Thus, formal comparisons are ac-

ceptable only if the same questions are used,

in the same order, on comparable groups of

subjects, trained in similar conditions, and hav-

ing the same amount of time at their disposal.

Such strict conditions for formal comparison

are rarely verified, except in evaluation cam-

paigns, which have yet to be organized for

meeting browsers.

BET Results and Lessons Learned

More than 100 subjects have evaluated several

AMI/IM2 browsers using the BET in separate

experiments. Table 2 summarizes the results

in terms of precision and speed, with 95 per-

cent confidence intervals. All the experiments

used the three meetings from the AMI Corpus

for which BET questions were produced, al-

though the order of presentation, the definition
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of conditions, and other details of the experi-

mental protocol varied across experiments. Sev-

eral new questions were introduced for JFerret

and Archivus. Therefore, given all the difficul-

ties of making rigorous comparisons, this syn-

thesis aims not to determine the best browser

but to provide an overview of the state of the

art in meeting browsing for fact finding, with

a range of benchmark scores obtained using a

reproducible protocol.

The average discrimination time for a BET

pair of statements was approximately 2 minutes,

with a 1.5- to 4-minute range. Precision—

generally against a 50 percent baseline except

for open-answer conditions (JFerret and

Archivus)—was in the 70 to 80 percent range,

with higher values for browsers that use more

human-processed information (TQB and

Archivus). Thus, more knowledge appears to

help increase precision, but this often means

that subjects will also spend slightly more

time as they manipulate more complex infor-

mation. The experiments confirmed that the

BET questions and protocol are reliable indica-

tors of performance because the variance of

the average answers was small enough to ob-

serve significant differences between condi-

tions within experiments. Also, the variance

compared favorably to the values observed in

interactive question answering evaluation

experiments at the Text Retrieval Conferences

(TREC) or the Cross-Language Evaluation

Forum (CLEF).

The main lessons learned from the BET eval-

uations, apart from the BET procedure’s reliabil-

ity, concern the AMI/IM2 technologies that

appear to be useful for meeting browsing. Tran-

scripts are used intensively when they are of

high quality. Users tend to perform keyword

searches on the transcripts, thus pointing to

the need for improved speech-to-text systems.

However, transcript annotations such as

named entities or dialogue acts seem much

less helpful, at least for direct use in queries.

The documents related to a meeting are also

relevant to fact finding if they are available in

the browser, especially when shown along the

meeting’s timeline—for example, using auto-

matic slide change detection and speech and

document alignment. Slides can even partly

compensate for a lack of transcript, as seen for

audio-only browsers, which score only slightly

below transcript-based browsers. The video

recordings were the least helpful media for

fact finding in our experiments. Personal notes

were seldom available in the meetings used for

testing and were not of interest to the subjects,

likely because they were not their own.

Finally, learning effects appeared to be

important; even a single training session

improved the subjects’ performance signifi-

cantly and conditioned their preference for
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Table 2. Comparative results of meeting browsers evaluated in similar conditions using the Browser Evaluation Test.

Browser Condition Subjects

Average time

to answer a

question (sec)

Confidence

intervals*

Average

precision

Confidence

intervals*

Audio-based Speedup 12 99 26 0.78 0.06

browsers13 Overlap 15 88 23 0.73 0.08

JFerret11 BET set (pilot) 10 100 43 0.68 0.22

Five global questions 5 <180 0 0.45 0.34

Five factual questions 5 <180 0 0.76 0.25

TQB13 First meeting 28 228 129 0.80 0.09

Second meeting 28 92 16 0.85 0.06

Both meetings 28 160 66 0.82 0.06

FriDoc16 With speech/document links 8 113 n/a 0.76 n/a

Without links 8 136 n/a 0.66 n/a

Archivus True-false questions 80 127 36 0.87 0.12

Open questions 80 n/a n/a 0.65 0.22

* Confidence intervals at 95 percent are absolute values. When they could not be found, standard deviations are given instead
(in italics).
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Two end-user products

for indexing and

browsing conference

recordings integrated

significant know-how

from the consortia.

browsing modalities. Although this is good
news for product developers, it introduces an
additional variable that must be controlled in
evaluation experiments.

Conclusion

We have presented some of the AMI and IM2

Consortia’s main achievements in meeting

browser requirements and design made be-

tween 2002 and 2010. The resulting picture

of the software development process departs

considerably from the waterfall model, where

users have the primary role of formulating

task requirements and developers then attempt

to design software satisfying these require-

ments. In the case of meeting browsing, user

requirements did not lead directly to the spec-

ification of implementable systems, chiefly be-

cause the users’ needs were underspecified or

were beyond the reach of current technology.

Moreover, researchers, who were in most

cases the system designers, believed it was im-

portant to include additional functionalities

that seemed potentially useful and that users

might have overlooked. Therefore, specifica-

tions and prototypes emerged gradually from

a series of exchanges between users and devel-

opers. As in many iterative processes, evalua-

tion results from one iteration guided to

some extent the specifications for the next one.

Meeting browser R&D has gone through

four main iterations of the software process, al-

though not always in a strict time sequence. In

the first iteration, several studies elicited user

requirements and explored current technology

uses to identify and prioritize needs. In a sec-

ond iteration, a specific but not fully imple-

mented prototype was studied in Wizard of

Oz experiments accompanied by performance

measures and user behavior analysis. In a

third iteration, several standalone prototypes

were implemented and could be compared

using a common evaluation framework, the

BET. Finally, two end-user products for index-

ing and browsing conference recordings

integrated significant know-how from the con-

sortia and are currently subject to field studies

and customer satisfaction assessment.

The analyses we present here show that, on

the one hand, user requirements for meeting

browsing cannot constitute a rigid, set-in-

stone specification. They greatly depend on

how subjects are prompted to respond and

must be gradually focused on a specifiable

and implementable task. On the other hand,

trusting only technology providers to measure

the usefulness of their technology was unrealis-

tic, leading to never-ending debates in which

each provider tried to prove their own

approach’s utility. During the eight years of

the AMI and IM2 Consortia’s existence, with

literally hundreds of researchers collaborating,

jumping back and forth from the users’ to the

developers’ perspectives has enabled us to grad-

ually focus on the fact-finding task, providing

an application framework to develop innova-

tive technologies and a reliable benchmark to

evaluate their usefulness in a user-oriented

setting. MM
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